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particular community of people, a group of scriptures whose composition and individualcontents could not be altered in any way, or in other
u.ords a canon of authoritative scriptures-was probably not operative
among ilny of the religious parties in E~.rf:Isroel until the final decades
of the first century or perhaps even the initial decades of the second
century of the Common Era?
In order to construct support for these statements, which many readers u'ill r e c o p i r e run directly counter to the widely accepted wisdom
of established textbooks and commentaries, w e will need to rehearse
several topics of fundamental importance. These are, in the order of their
appearance: (1) a brief discussion of both the traditional and pre-Dead
Sea Scrolls understandings of the development of the biblical canon;
(2) a summation of the evidence from the Dead Sea Scrolls that pertains
t o this issue; and (31 the presentation of a new proposal, one whose aim
is not only to reconstruct theconceptual ideology undergirding the production of what comes to be termed "Bible," but that also intends to
shed light on the process of the preservation and transmission of ~vritings and the history of the Abrahamic religions throughout the Near
East during the first millennium of the Common Era.
Traditional Understanding of t h e H i s t o r y of t h e C a n o n
Up until the rise of modern critical methods for the study of the
Bible, it was widely assumed by Jewish and Christian scholarsalike that
the Bible achieved its final canonical form sometime during the career
of Ezra the scribe: who is depicted in the biblical book bearing his name
as "a scribe learned in the law of Moses which the LORD,the God of
Israel, presented" ( 7 5 ) . Officially commissioned by the Persian monarch Artaxerxes as a special go\,ernmental emissary, he is dispatched
from the royal court in order "to inspect [the pro\.ince of] Yehud and
[the ci? of] Jerusalem [to determine their concordance] with the law of
your God whichvou possess" (7:l-l). He also hears financial subsidies
conhihuted by bath the Persian administration and the Jewish inhabitants of Babylon for the material support of the temple service. Moreover, Ezra is granted full authority to appoint magistrates and judges to
insurecompliance with "the law of your God" and "the law of the king"
(7:25-26).
The key recurrent phrases-"the law of [your] God," or sometimes
"the law of Moses""have traditionally been interpreted as the earliest
extant references to what e\.entually becomes, at the minimum, the first
five books of the Bible-the so-called "books of Moses" or the Toraho r at the maximum, the entire contents of what we now term "Bible," or
what Christians call "the Old Testament." Modern critical scholars tend
to prefer a minimalist \'ieur: recognizing that our present Bible does indeed include material that dates well after the purported time period of
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Ezra (fifthor fourth century B.C.E.)? whereas maximalist interpretations
are the norm in some of the earliest external sources that w e possess for
the process of canonization. For example, the first-century Jewish
historian Josephus has this to say about what appears to be the Bible:
[thanks to the authorial activity of the prophets] ...we d o not
possess myriads of inconsistent hooks, conflicting with each
other. Our books, those that are justly accredited, are hut two
and twenty and contain the record of all time. Of these, fi\.e
are the books of Moses, comprising the laws and the traditional history from the birth of humanity down to the death of
the lawgiver ...From the death of hloses until Artaxerxes, who
succeeded Xerxes as king of Persia, the prophets subsequent
to Moses wrote the history of the events of their own times in
thirteen books. The remaining four books contain hymns to
God and precepts for the conduct of human life.
Josephus continues his presentation with the following intriguing notice: "From Artaxerxes to our own time the complete history has been
written, but has not been deemed worthy oi equal credlt with the earlier
records, because of the failure of the exact succession of the prophets."'
The careful reader discerns in the testimony of Josephus two useful
principles for determining where the boundaries of the scriptural canon
were drawn for that particular writer, who is perhaps our most important source for the reconstruction of first-centuy Jewish history. According to Josephus, a writing is "iustlg accredited" if it (1) was authored by
someone belonging to the period stretching from Moses to Artaxerxes,
inclusive, and (2) that someone also enjoyed the status of "prophet."
Twenty-two books reportedly satisfy these criteria, and they are grouped
under three headings: laws and ancestral traditions, histories, and hymns
and precepts. Josephus' generic arrangement, coupled with his trifold
numerical grouping (5+13+4),is usually viewed as a primitive expression of what eventually became the standard tripartite mode of describing the contents of the Bible within classical Judaism; namely, as Tanokh,
an acronym signaling the three components of Torah, Nevi'irn, o ~ d
Ketuvillr.%e sum total of twentytwo books di\.erges from the rabbinic
reckoning of twenty-four, but this is not a grave discrepancy; it is likely
that Josephus may have counted certain books as a single work that
later tradents treated as two separate compositions; for example, counting Jeremiah and Lamentations as one book due to their alleged common authorship.'
Of especial interest, though, for our present purposes are his implicit requirements for membership within the approved roster of Iewish scriptures. One credential is chronological, while the other is built
on reputation, The chronological parameters, as mentioned above, are
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Moses and Artaxerxes, the Persian monarch of that name "who succeeded Xerxes as king o&Persiar' (1.40). A quick glance at the roster of
Achaemenid royal succession permlts us to identify this particular
Artaxerxes (there were three!) as Artaxerxes J Longimanus, who ruled
464423 B.C.E.1° Why does Josephus employ the name of this foreign
ruler as a chronulogical marker? According to the exposition of bihlical
history contained in his Antiquities, Artaxerxes is identical with
Ahasuems, the royal husband of Esther (Esth. 1:l-2)." Furthermore, as
we have seen abo\ze, the Bible itself associates an otherwise unqualified
"Artaxerxes" with the period of Ezra the scribe (Ezra 7:l). It would thus
appear that Josephus has roughly synchronized the final production of
"justly accredited" records and the demise of prophecy with theera associated with the events depicted in the biblical books of Esther (explicitly) and Erra-Sehemiah (implicitl!.)." Sacrcd Scripture thus emanates
from authors situated between the boundaries of Moses and Ezra.
The other principle utilized by Josephus for the identification of a
"justly accredited" work is its reputed publication by a "prophet." A
close reading a f this passage in conjunction with the remainder of
Josephus' surviving corpus of works demonstrates that he did not reserve this title for only the authors of the thirteen "histories" mentioned
in Colltro Apioileirl 1.40, but intended the label to be applied to all the
"scriptural authors."" Hence "Scripture"-in order to he "Scripture"required a prophetic imprimatur.
Is this an accurate understanding of Josephus' scheme? We can test
our reading of Josephus by comparing his portrayal to that found in the
Babylonian Talmud, another Jewish source whose final redaction occurs o\,er half a millennium after the time ot Josephus, but whose oral
roots reach back into the final years of the Second Temple perlod of Jewish history, or in other words, to the period when Josephus was active.
Therein we read the following interesting material:
Who wrote the Scriptures? Moses wrote his own book and..,
Job.Joshua wrote the book which hears his name and (the
last) eight verses of the Pentateuch. Samuel wrote the book
which bears his name and the hook of ludges and Ruth. David
wrote the book of Psalms . .Jeremiah wrote the book which
bears his name, the hook of Kings, and Lamentations.
Hezekiah and his collcagucs wrote Isaiah, Proverbs, Song of
Songs, and Ecclesiastes. The Men of the Great Assembly wrote
Ezekiel, the Twelve Minor Prophets, Daniel, and Esther. Ezra
wrote the book which bears his name and the genealogies of
Chronicles up to his own time (;.e., u p to 2 Chron. 21:2) ...who
finished (thpbook of Chronicles)? Nehemiah b. Hachaliah (b.
B. BaL l5a).
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This talmudic witneas allows us to confirm the information supplied by the statements ofJosephus. Here too hiblical authorship is held
to begin with Moses, but instead of culminating in the production of the
hook of Esther, we discover instead that the scribal acti\>it\of Ezra and
Nehemiah completes the scriptural period for the Sages. Moreover, the
hook of Esther is rnention~dimmedlatel!: prior to the invocation of Ezra
and Nehemiah, whereas in Josephus the events associated with that
novella are situated affer the missions of Ezra and Nehemiah. Thus the
Sages-like J o s e p h u s i o n s i d e r the material featured in the books of
Esther and Ezra-Kehemiah to he roughly contemporaneous.
A comparative examination of the Bible and Josephus' Antiqlrities
rrveals that Josephus hasartificially synchronized Ezra withxerxes, the
predecessor of Artaxerxes 1 (A~ltiqtrities11.120-58), and assigns to the
latter ruler theevents associated with the production of the hookof Esther
(Aii!iqu~ties11.184-296). Both the biblical book of Ezra and the Greek
1 Esdras-probably Josephus' primary source for this period-feature
an otherwise unidentified "Artaxerxes, king of Pcrsis" as the ruler who
commissions Ezra and dispatches him to Judea with "the law of God"
(7:l-28; cf. I Erdrns 8:l-27). Hence the names "Artaxerxes" and "Ezra"
interplay as narrative contemporaries within bihlical discourse, regardless of the actual historical identity of the ruler (Xerxes? Artaxerxes I?
11?) intended by the biblical author. This is the historiographic model
followed by the rabbinic schema-for the Sages, an Ezra/Artaxerxes
nexus clearly postdates the marriage of Esther and Ahasuerus. Note too
that since losephus is addressing his exposition in Cont~aAPioneln to a n
educated pagan readership, it makes rhetorical sense for him to use chronological markers that such an audience could readily identify Moses
enjoyed an international tame thanks to his reputation as an early
lawgiver and powerful magician,'but Esther, Mordecai, and even Ezra
remained unknown outside of Jewish circles. By contrast, given the
frequent encounters and hostilities between the Greek and Persian cultural spheres, the names of the Achaemenid monarchs, as rvell as their
relative dates, were familiar to an audicncc schooled in the histories of
Herodotus, Ktesias, and Xenophon.
Can the systems of losephus and the Sages be reconciled? Pro\vded
we group the events associated wlth the biblical books of Esther and
Ezra-Nehemiah around the common rubric "Artaxerxes," we can read
Josephus' use of the name Artaxerxes as a type of transcultural code for
"Ezra" and understand him to be stating that "justly accredited hooks"
within Jewish culture can be placed on a continuum between the biblical
figures of Moscs and Ezra. Moscs and his era mark the heginning point;
Ezra and his era mark the termination point, and by implication, the
closing of the scriptural canon. Any writing ascribed to a figure who
Preceded Moses in the traditional history-for example, Enoch, Noah, or
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Abraham-is not "justly accredited." Neither can one bethat isascribed to
a figure who postdates Ezra-for example, Ben Sira, or R. l u d a h
ha-Nasi.
Such an articulation of the chronological principle is clearly at work
in the talmudic citatlon quoted abox~e.Everyone else credited with
authoring, or perhaps better, "finishing," a biblicalbook falls somewhere
between the two narrative boundaries of Mosesand Ezra. Moreover, all
of thenames occurring in that citationare explicitly identified as prophets, or othem~iseassociated with prophetic activity, in other places within
rabbinic tradition'The Men of the Great Assembly, the legendary governing body bridging the temporal gap between the return from exile
and the t3ellenistic era," is often linked with certain alleged aspects of
Ezra's activity, such as his supposed identity with the pseudonymous
prophet Malachi."So as in the testimony of Josephus, the Talmud too
would seem to hold that scriptural production-that is, the authoringof
books that we find in our Bible--ceases in the time of Ezra, broadly construed. This period also coincides with the alleged disappearance of
prophecy from Israel."
The rabbinic estimation of the significance of Ezra for the existence
of the Bible is more explicitly stated in other sources?" Consider, for example, the following opinions: "Ezra and the Torah are more important
than the rebuilding of the Temple" (h, h l e g 16b),or "R. Yose said: Ezra
urould have been worthy of receiving the Torah had Moses not preceded
him" (t. Salth. 1.7; b. Snnil. ?lb). Amultitude of similar sentiments could
be cited. The high evaluation of Ezra's rolein the written codification of
Jewish scriptures finds its most picturesque depiction in the apocryphal
se
was roughly contembook of 4Ezr.3, a Jewish ~ , o r k r \ ~ h ocomposition
porary with the acti~ityof Josephus." Therein the character Ezra is deliberately cloaked in the Mosaic mantle: He is addressed by God from a
bushin the wilderness (4 Ezra 11:l-2) and spends forty days and nights
dictating a fresh revelation of God's Law to a five-man secretarial pool
(14:3744)." Once this task is completed, Ezra receives the follouinginstructions from God:
The twenty-four books that thou hast written publish, that the
uzorthy a n d unw~orthymay read (therein): but theseventy last
thou shalt keep, to deliver them to the wise among thy
people. For in them is the spring of understanding, the
the stream of knowledge. And 1 did
fountain of wisdom, $a:
so. (2 Esdras 14:4548)
Here too Ezra IS portrayed as belng the one responsible for the promulgat~onof the entire Bible: This is the only viable explanation for the
precisesum of twenty-four books, a sum that matches the standard enumeration in later Jewish sources.:' What is perhaps more intriguing

though IS the mention of "seventy" additional writings that are also of
di\.inely inspired authorship and that appear to be more valuable than
the contents of the Bibleitself. In order to appreciate fully the significance
of this particular datum, we should gain some familiarih with the contents of what is prohably the most important archaeological discovery
of this century-the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The Contribution of the Dead Sea Scrolls
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The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls approximately fifty years ago
has now put us in a position to reassess the nature of what we call the
Bible during an era not f a r removed from the periods of Josephus,
4 Ezra, and the rabbinic Sages. In order to facilitate this task, we must
carefully consider both the contents of the Scrolls themselves and the
ways by which those urorks we now term "biblical" were transmitted
and referenced.
According to archaeological estimates. had the texts been presewed
entirely intact for us, there would have heen over eight hundred separate scrolls sur\-iving from Qumran caves 1-11.'3 As is well known, almost all of these writings have suffered damage, most of them to the
extent that they have to be painstakingly pieced together from numerous smaller fragments in order to restore some semblance of an intelligible text. Of the over eight hundred scrolls, a significant proportion,
about 25-30 percent, were copies of biblical texts, with every book in the
present-day Hebrew canon being represented except Esther and
Nehemiah. The remaining 70-75 percent are grouped by modem scholars under the label "nonbiblical literature," a rubric that encompasses a
wide variety of what wereundoubtedly important literan works. Within
this category are multiple copies of documents that contain rules and
regulations soverning the communal life of those thought responsible
for authoring and/or copying the scroll. There are collections of hymnic
compositions that presumably played some role in liturgical life. There
are commentaries on certain works deemed "prophetic" by the community-books like Isaiah, Habakkuk. and Nahum. There are cooies of
books that never achieved canonical status within Judaism or ciassical
Christianity,but which featured teachings or apocalypticmotifs that were
treasured by certain groups in Second Temple Judaism-books like those
of Enocll, J~iliiiees,and the Aramaic predecessor to the Tesiarnent of Lerli.
1 . fact, an interest in eschatology is well attested among the scrolls. One
Work, the famous "War Scroll," describes the final forty-year conflict
that will culminate with the expulsion of the Gentiles 'rom the land of
Israel and the reestablishment of home rule. Another complementary
text, the equally famous"TempleScroll,"depicts the new sanctuary that
God will build at that time to replace the polluted second temple and
Prescribes the rituals to be celebrated there. A number of smaller tcxts
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outline the procedures to be followed in the determination of festival
dates, the order of priestly service, and the proper interpretations to follow in resolr,ing purity dispute^.^'
We therefore are in possession of a veritable treasure trove of Jeu-ish
literature emanating fram the last three centuries before the Common
Era and the first half of the f ~ r scentury
t
of the Common Era, a p e ~ i o dof
time immediately preceding that of Josephus,4 Ezra, and the Sages. The
question that must now be asked is whether the new data supplied by
the caves at Qumran confirm, discredit, or hopelessly complicate the
pictule cleated by the traditional authorities.
Wemight begin by considering the manuscript remains of the biblical books that have been recovered frnm Qumran-books like Genesis,
Deuteronomy, Jeremiah, or Psalms. Almost all of the biblical books attested at Qumran are present in multiple copies,:'and one is tempted to
conclude that such statistical significance was directly proportional ta
their religiaus importance, or at least popularity, at that time. Problems
arise, however, when we hegin closely comparing the numerous separate copies of portions of the Pentateuch-the books of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy-with one another. There
are manuscripts of these works that closely mirror their counterparts in
the best medieval manuscripts and modern printed editions of the Hebrew Bible, the so-called Masoretic trad~tion,upon which our modem
English translations are based. Yet there are alsomanuscripts that present
the text in forms which vary from that of the Masoretic tradition, for
instance, that of the Samaritan Pentateuchal tradition. an earl>-version
of the five books of Moses which differs from that of the Masoretes in a
numbcr of place^.'^ Still others reproduce a form of the Hebrew text of
the Pentateuch that is xperyclose to the one underlying the Greek translation ni the Pentateuch, the so-called Septuagint. Which manuscript
tradition was considered t o be "Bible" at Qumran? One of these? All of
these? Some combination of these traditions? Or even none of these?x
Thesituation doesnot improve when wemove to other examples of
what we characteristically term "biblical books."Among the extant copies
of portions of the book of leremiah at Qumran are the manuscript remains of two distinct editions of this work, one of w h c h is represented
in our Bihles, and the other in the Greek or Septuagint translation of that
prophet. These two different editions of the book of Jeremiah diverge
markedly in length and in the order oi the book's contents.3POr consider the case of the book of Psalms: The largest psalms scroll recovered
from Qumran includes many of the psalms now found in the last third
of the canonical Psalter, but they are arranged in a very different order
and sporadically interspersed with apocryphal Da1,idic hyrnnic works?'
Moreover, there are a significant group of Qumran texts that scholars typically refer to as "parabiblical texts"; that is to say, they imitate

the style and, at times, even the verbiage of biblical texts, but render a
poduct that dues not correspond to the form of the Hebrew text of the
Bible that we eniploy today." Examples of this type of work would be
nranuscripts that conflate portions of the two versions of the Ten
Commandments found in the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy, or
manuscripts that collectin nnenarrative locale the various biblicalregulations pertaining to certain cultic or purity nlles. A clarifying word or
phrase might be added in order to prevent misunderstandings ot the
to accord
rule's intent. The precepts themselves miyht
. be rearranged
c,
with what was perceived to be a more logical order or schema. In short,
what is on proniinent displa) in such parabiblical texts, when viewed
from the perspective of what we know as "Bible," is a "rewriting"of the
Bible itself. This particular practice-interpretmg the Bible by rewriting
the Bible-is a very significant piece of cultural information that possesses far-reaching implications for tracing the authority of what we call
"Bible" in early Judaism.j3
Mhen we turn to the other so-called "nonbiblical" works prcscrved
at Qumran, we soon discover that a tentative working principle of "multipliciv o i copies indicates a more authoritative status" can be a twoedged sword. The Bookoflubilers. essentially a rival version of the book
of Genesis and the early chapters of the book of Exodus, is represented
~
that
among the Dead Sea Scrolls by sixteen different c ~ p i e sa, number
is higher than that for the majori! of the so-called "biblical books."More
than a dozen copies oiportions of works associated with the forefather
Enoch are present at Qumran.?'Does this mean that works like 1 Oiodt
and 1ubilecs were "Bible" at Qumran or other locales in the land of lsrael
or elsewhere during this time? One is tempted to answer affirmatively
taken from one of the most important
Consider the follo~\~ingquotation,
Qumran writings, the so-called Damascus Document:
Therefore let one resolve to return to the Law of Moses, for in
it everything is specified. And regarding the exposition of the
times when lsrael was hlind to all these (precepts), behold,
one finds precise explanation in the Book of the Divisions of
Time into Jubilees and Weeks. [CD 16:14)"

i

This sectarian treatise explicitly places the Book @fJubiiceson thesame
plane of authority as the "law of Moses," whatever that may mean in its
Present context (we could ask which version of the law? Masoretic? Samaritan? proto-LXX? some parabiblical compilation like the Temple
Scroll?).
So perhaps now one can appreciate some of the reasons why it was
stated at the outset of the present essay that the concept of "Bible," as
We customarily employ it, did not seem to exlst tor the Dead Sea Scroll
c~mmunity.Does that realization mean, then, that there was noscriptural
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authority whatsoever, whether at Qumran or a n y h e r e else? Ob\'iously
therewassome notionof a pieceof literatureenjoying some measure of
respect, for w e just observed an instance of such wherein the Book 01
Jubilees was recommended as a n excellent g u i d e for gaining
understanding about the past transgressions of Israel. So clearly there
' ~ quandary comes when we try
are "scriptures" broadly ~ o n s t r u e d ;the
to construct afixedlist or cnnorl of such writings along with their contents.
H o w can we distinguish what was scriptural from what was nonscriptural a t Qumran'
The information culled from our previous consideration of the
testimonies of Josephus, 1 Ezra, and the Sages may be of some utility at
this point. We observed above that two principles seem to govern the
bestowal of "scriptural" status upon a particular piece of literature. The
first tenet was a chronological one--the Moses-Ezra authorial continuum;
viz., all "scriptures" were authored (or in the case of 4 Ezra re~tored)'~
b y personages whose literary contexts fall between the inclusive
narratolog~calbrackets of Moses and Ezra. Upon examination of thenonbiblical (from the later perspective) remains recovered from Qumran,
o n e notes a demonstrable interest in literature associated with Moses at
Qumran,'' but there is also considerable fascination with literary texts
purportedly authored by biblical figures \vho antedate Mosescharacters like Enoch, Noah, and Abraham."' Moreover, the figure of
Ezra dws not seem to have attracted much interest among the groups
responsible for the production and/or the preservation of the Scrolls. It
would thus appear that a Moses-Ezra continuum was not operative at
Qumran.
The second principle enunciated by Josephus, presumed by the
Sages,and symbolically articulated by theauthor of 4Ezra was the"prophetic" status ot all 'scriptural" authors. It is clear from the Qumran
evidence that "all the words of His sen-ants the prophets"i' are of paramount importance for this group, enjoyinga standing that is equivalent
to that of the Torah of hloses. Given that Moses is explicitly recognized
as the greatest of the prophets (Deut. 31:10)."' we may be justified in
concluding that the designation "prophet" holds the key to the resolution of the problem of "scriptural identity." In fact, the titleof "prophet"
may be the essential credential for widespread recognition as a "scripturaY author.
Prophetization and Scripturalization
here is a curious phenomenon at work in the religious ideologies
of late antique Near Eastem religious communities that one might tentatively designate "prophetization." What is meant by this term is fairly
to recognize: It is the seemingly arbitrary bestowal of prophetic
rank upon a number of literary or even historical figures who d o not

I

normall\enjoy such status within the traditional scriptures. An important
national hero like David, for example, is portrayed within the Hebrew
Bible as a monarch. warrior, and skilled mus~cian,but he is never credited therein as a "prophet"; instead, he receives counsel from professional
soothsayers like Gad (1Sam. 225) and Nathan 12 Sam. 7). Postbiblical
literature, however, "prophetizes" David: His alleged writings or pronouncements (e.g., the book of Psalms) are now scrutinized for the possible light the]. can shed upon questions affectingthe present or future
ages?' Insofar as David gradually achieves recognition as a prophet,
attention is increasingly devoted by scribal circles to the identification,
preser\~ation,and transmission of writings that he supposedly authored.
Similar projects of prophetization-not all of which are Jewish in their
final form-focus upon figures likeadam, Seth, Enoch, Noah, Abraham
(note Gen. 20:7!l, Jacob and his famil!,, Aaron, Joshua, Solomon, Baruch.
Zerubbabel, Ezra, Mordecai, and Daniel. Even Gentile figures like Jethro,
Balaam, the Sib~lls,and Zoroaster attract attention in this regard. By the
end of late antiquity, the eventual result of this process is the generation
of appro!,ed "lists" of "trustworthy prophets" who serve as a chain of
authority for the faithful mediation and transmission of the teachings
that define a particular religious tradition.* The list of biblical authors
recited in Li. B. Bnthra 1 % above-each of i%,hom,recall, is also a
"prophetr'-represents a classical Iewish articulation of this concept.
"Prophetization," metamorphosing a cultural tradition's heroes and
heroines into "prophets." and "scripturalization," encoding that same
tradition in written format,appear to be closely related phenomena. Great
"prophets" ot past generations-hloses, Isaiah, Jeremiah-are inexorably connected with "books." Perhaps under the influence of this classical prophetic paradigm that associates one or more "books" with each
prophet, every potential candidate for the title of "prophet" had to exhibit some tangible evidence of their oracular prowess, the best proof of
which would be a book transmitting their revelatory message to
subsequent generations. J'his conceptual necessity helps explain the
remarkable eruption of pseudepigraphic works attributed to biblical
characters during the Second Temple period of Jewish history and the
continuing popularity of this style of publication within early Christian
and gnostic circles. Those figures dubbed prophets must, if they are to
becredible candidates for this title, have a "book."
A " b o o k however, is not equivalent to scripture. The authority of
Mrhat functions as scripture within a textually-centered religious communit! ir, based on a public recognition that this particular writing exPresses the core values of the tradition; moreover, it enunciates them in
such away that its narrati\>estructure,syntax, and vocabulary elicit continual discussion, comment, and exegesis by subsequent generations of
readers. Gi\.en this stricture, it may prove more useful to approach the
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issue of scriptural authority in early Judaism by paying closer attention
to literory signposts and signals than to th~ologicolabstractions. The advantage in such an approach is that it is inherently more concrete: It
utilizes the tangible structural elcmcnts present within the texts
themselves.
In order to perform this operation, let us borrow and adapt a classificatory scheme originally proposed by the Israeli biblical scholar
Devorah Dimant as a description oi the primary forms of biblical interpretation practiced during the Second Temple period of Jeu-ish hi~tory.'~
Dimant observes that this interpretive literature basically falls into two
categories or genres of texts, compositional and expositional. A "compositional" work, according to Dimant, is one that freely weaves portions of what we know as biblical text with other, nonbiblical, material
in order to create or further develop a continuous narrative line. Furthermore, compositional works contain no formal markers within them
that distinguish \\,hat is later recognized as biblical from those elements
that are later considered nonbiblical. An author or a n editor appears to
enjoy complete freedom in adjusting, expanding, rearranging, or deleting words, sentences, and el,en entire narrative cpisodes from what
Dimant assumes to be the "base" text: namely, our Bible. Examples of
compositional works include at least one work that eventually won canonical status in its own right, the biblical book of Chronicles, but also
works like llibilees, the Temple Scroll and other parabiblical texts, portions of I Ei~och,and the Genesis Apocnphon, yet another rewritten
version ofportions of what we know as the book of Genesis. Practically
everyu,ork that scholars have placed underthe label "the rewritten Bible"
falls into this category of interpretive composition.
By contrast, Dimant describes an "expositional" work as onc where
the biblical elements are explicitly presented as an integral unit, with
clear formal markers distinguishing what is Bible from what is not Bible,
that is, commentary or expansive gloss. Examples of expositional works
would be writings like the Qumran prshnrinl, wherein quotations from
biblical books like those of Habakkuk or Nahum are linguistically distingu~shedfrom the later interpretations by the insertion of the phrase
"its meaning [prsltsltrr] is.. . " Another formal marker of this type would be
the occurrence of a phrase like "as it is written.. .," which is then immediately follo~vedby a textual quotation. In an expositional >%.ark, in other
words, there is no way that the attentive reader (or listener) could confuse text and interpretation. Each occup~esits own place on the page
and is carefully distinguished as if each had been printed using a different typeface.
Dimant intended her classificatory scheme to be descriptive of the
primary forms of b~blicalexegesis practiced during Second Temple JUdaism. However, her insights also possess great potential for
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reconceptualiring the problem of scriptural authority in early Judaism,
especially if we expand her self-imposed chronological boundaries to
encompass the literary history of the varietiesof Judaism attested in the
Near East for over a millennium. Let u s therefore superimpose on
Dimant's scheme another formula for describing the history of Jewish
literary acti\.ity from approximately 500 B.C.E. to approximately 600 C.E.
To judge from the extant evidence, thereappear to be three distinct stages
through which all written Jeu.ishliteraturecan potentially progressduring this period: (1) publication, (2) scripturalization, and (3) canonization. Afew u.ords of explanation are required for the definition of each
stage.
By "publication" is meant a process by which literature shifts from
an oral to a u7ritten format, or alternatively, moves from the mind of an
author to the inscribed page. Having been "published," the work is now
encoded in a written format, and as such is no longer necessarily dependent upon its author or tradent for its physical sun,iaal. It has become a
corporeal object. Once having achieved this format, the work is potentially a\ailable for inspection and utilization by any literate individual
or group within societ). Authors may of course amend, alter, or withdraw their publications; similarly, readers are free to use or ignow them
as they see fit.
"Scripturalization" labelsa subsequent stage in literary history where
a publication, due to its presumed antiquity, alleged authorship, or wide
social appeal, manages to achieve a certain cultural authority and status. Whenever precedent or justification for a particular action of collective import is required, a "scripture" might be cited in order to support
or criticize a certain decision or activity. Similarly, texts that are "scriptural" continually mceioe closestudy and exposition h m various scribal
circles for the purpose of enhancing and extending their utility in a world
that. culturally speaking, is far removed from that of theiroriginal composition and publication. Often a concrete result of such intensive study
and exposition is the issuance of new editions of thescripture, editions
that physically incorporate within them the various glosses, explanations, and interpretations that h3vc been produced and come to be accepted by generations of exegetes.
Finally, by "canonization" is meant the compilation of a fixed list of
scriptures, the whole of which is dcemed to be literarily inviolable. The
text of a canonized writing cannot be altered in any way, forbetter or for
worse, even if a blatant error is demonstrably present. Similarly, the list
of scriptures that advance to the mnk of "canon" is often conceived as a
closed corpus, with no provision granted for addition to or subtraction
from this list.
When we approach early Jen,ish literature using Dimant's scheme
In tandem w i t h the superimposed developmental formula, we
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immediately noticesome very interesting t h g s First, the evidence from
the Dead Sea Scrolls indicates that the Qumran community possessed,
used, and even respected a large number of writings that fall into the
categories of publication artd scripture. The evidence is largely negative, however, with regard to their recognition of a canon, whether
viewed from the later perspectives of classical Judaism and Christianity,
or from the commun~ty'sown sectarian documents. Texts like the books
of Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy, lsaiah, and the Psalms are clearly
scriptural. The cultural authority of such books is attested by the inordinate attention devoted to their reproduction, expansion, abbreviatron,
and elucidation, as well as by the occurrence of quotations from them
with explicitly marked citation formulae like "as it is written" or "as the
prophet NN says." But also scripture are nonbiblical texts like Jirbilees,
the Enochic cycle of hooks, and the Aramaic predecessor of the Teslnrnsrif of Lcru, Mlorks that are treated exactly the same way as those biblical books mentioned above. None of these u 7 0 r k , though, are canonical; their precise linguistic formulation, the way the words are arranged
on the page, is demonstrably still in flux. There apparently remains ronsiderable freedom for scribes to revlse and manipulate the \\,ording of
anp scripture. Nor does there appear to be any evidence for a fixed list
of acceptable scriptures.
In fact, the verv production of Dimant's compositional genre of literature indicates that the material that such works incorporate and manipulate cannot be canonical?" While t e a s like the book of Chrorricles
or {libilcri or the Temple Scroll may use materials that we recognize as
biblical, nothing qualitatively distinguishes their treatment of biblical
passages from materials and traditions that are manifestly nonhihlical.
Nevertheless, within compositional urorks a certain level of authority is
beginning to become visible in tha: the author or editor consciously chose
to develop, expand, adapt, or adjust this particular scripture, namely,
something that is dir;cernibly Bible, as opposed to some other mythological tradition. This level of attention and intellertual effortwould only
be expended o n a writing that contained material that already had won
some level of authority in the community, even if its exact x~erbalexpres5ion hdd not yet been determined.''
Anadditional degree of authority becomes risible in those texts that
belong toDimant's "expositional" category. Here the base text-in most
cases (but not all) what we term "Bible"-is physically distinguished
from other phrasesand sentences supplied hy the later interpreters. NO
attempt & made to conflate or combine text and commentary; each remain discrete textual units. I t ~ z o u l dseem that expositional works offer
our first concrete evidence of the promotion of a scripture to something
approaching canonical status,'The author cites an authoritative passage from an earlier text and then proceeds to record an accepted interpretationfor that passage. Such works donot alter their transcription of
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the base text, even when their interpretations feature a wordplay or pun
that would iacilitate such tampering. It is, moreover, probably no accident
that the Dead Sea Scrolls expositional texts-works like the pesharinlappear to be among the youngest of the scrolls a s determined by
~alaeographicand empirical methods of analysis, whereas the composltional texts predominate among the older scrolls found at Qumran.
This relative dating of interpretational form implies that the notion of
canon, a qualitative diiference among scriptures, is only beginning to
emerge during the middle decades of the first century C.E.'?
By the time of the early rabblnic midrashim (second to fourth centuries C.E.), we witness an almost exclusive production of expositional
texts: Aclear distinction is constantly maintained between Bible and what
is often a variety of authoritative interpretation(s). But by this time we
are already clearly in possession of a formal canon-the torah shebiktno
or "Written Torah." Classical Tudaism would, in fact, go on to recogn17e
a supplementary "canon," the toroli sl~eba'alpel1 or "Oral Torah," via a
parallel process of publication and scripturalization that mirrors thedgnamic outlined above.
A d d e n d u m : A Brief Introduction to R a b b i n i c Exegesis
of t h e B i b l e
In order to illustrate some of the ways whereby the Sages interact
with a literary corpus that has finally achieved canonical status, that is,
the Bible, a fev word5 should besaid about the exegetical process termed
"midrash." The Hebrew word midrash, often mislabeled a distinct literary genre, is better understood as a type of interpretative activity-the
English word "exposition" perhaps best captures its essential meaning.
There are, broadly speaking, two kinds of midrash: (1)midrosh halokhah,
or halakhic midrash, wherein explicit precepts or guidelines for conducting one's life in accordance withGod's mandates are deduced from
biblical discourse; and (2) niidrnsh /loggadah, or haggadic (or aggadic)
midrash, u,herein explanatory comments, expansive additions, illustrative anecdotes, and legendary stories are generated from what are pe:ceived to be pregnant, yet silent, aspects of the biblical text. Common to
both rategories of midrashic activity-halakhic and hoggndic-is its
bibliocentric basis: Midrash does not transpire in a textual vacuum; the
Bible always serves as the point of origin or the ultimate court of appeal
for midrashic formulation and argumentalior~.Hence, midrash
necessarily presupposes the concept of an authoritative text.
Some actual examples of how midrash works may prove usehl here.
An excellent illustration of halakhic midrash occurs in the initial discusSlons of the Mishnahi' in tractate BevnW~otregarding the mechanics of
Prayer, a topic upon which the Bible provides almost no guidance, even
though it is a form of pious behavior clearly valued by God.5' In 111. Ber.
1:3,we read: "The School of Shammai taught that everyone should stretch
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out (prone) and recite (the Shrnla)j2in the evening, but should stand
(and recite the Shemn) in the momjng, for Scripture says: 'in your lying
down and in your rising up' (Deut. 6:7)." Since the Bible refers to these
two bodily postures in the very portion of Scripture that serves as the
first part of the Shema recitation, the School of Shammai concluded that
the Bible was hinting how the recitation was tobe physically performed:
One assumed a prone position in the evening ("in your lying down")
and an upright stanceinthe morning ("in your rising up").Abehavioral
norm is thereby deduced from the literal wording of the biblical text.
Thevery same mishnah demonstrates, howe\,er, that the Sharnmaite
deduction is in fact flawed: "The School of Hillel responded, (If your
interpretative logic is followed), everyone may recite (the Sllenia) in
whatever posture (lit. 'way') thev happen to be in, for (the same) Scripture says, 'in your prweeding on the way' (Deut. 6:7)." In other n~ords,
if at least two phrases of the referenced clause in the verse signify the
physical posture to be assumed u,hen engaging in the recitation, it is
reasonable to conclude that the other syntacticcomponents of that clause
("while you sit in your house and during )-our proceeding on the way")
also encode a similar message. But the messages are in fact contradictory-therefore the opinion of the School of Shammai must in this instance be wrong. "If so," the mishnah continues, "why would the Bible
use the language of 'in your lying down' and 'in your rising up'? (It
actually means) nt tile tinlr of your lying down, n~idnt tlie time of your
rising up." The Shammaite attempt to generate halakhic midrash from
this verse, although undermined at the level of an overly literal understanding, is in fact affirmed by the Hillelites. The verse, however, does
not teach about bodily posture, but instead uses this language metaphorically to senre simply as temporal markers for the occasions of the
Shenla's recitation-at the time one normally goes t o bed and at the time
one normally gets up.
Haggadic midrash, like halakhic midrash, also displays a heightened sensitivity to the various interpretational nuances of the biblical
text. The goal of haggadic midrash, however, is not the derivation of
behavioral g u i d e i i s ; rather, it seeks to probe certain intriguing aspects
of the biblical text in order to uncover hidden cultural "data." For example, in b. Hog. 12a we read: "Why (did God name the firmament)
'heavens' (bmayim; see Gen. 1:8)?R. Jose bar Hanina taught '(the word
emoyim means) for there ( a m ) was water (ninyinr)."' According to this
Sage, God's phonetic articulation of the word for "heavens" embeds
withinit the biblical teachiig regarding its orignal function; viz., to serve
as a barrier for separating and restraining the primeval chaos-waters
(Gen. l:6).The same source continues: "A hnrnitoi" teaches that the Holy
One, blessed be He,brought fire (e()and water (iimyini)and mixed them
together and thereby made the firmament."%This is an alternative
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haggadic explanation for the vocable "heavens," observing that the prim a elements
~
from which the "heavens" wereapparently made (fire and
water) are still visible as separate vocalic components of the divine desi p t i o n (Gen. 1:8: "and God named the firmament 'Snninyirn"'). Accordmgto this latter midrash. a carefulstudv of God's language, as recorded
in
the Written Torah, may possibly shed unexpected light upon the elemental structure of the created order, a point further underscored by
God's verv use of the spoken word to fabricate the physical universe
(Gen. 1, pfi5i111).
A lengthier example of haggadic midrash can be illustrated from
the Mekl?ilta dc R. lshniael, a Tannaitic midrash keyed to a large portion
of the biblical book of Exodus. Therein we read:

R. Nathan taught: From where ii.e., from what Scriptural
passage) can one learn that God showed Abraham our
ancestor (the future e\.ents of)Gehema, the revelation of the
Torah, and the splitting of the Sea of Reeds? Scripture states:
"when the sun set and it was very dark, there appeared a
smoking well . . " Gen. 15:17)-this was Geherma, for Scripture
confirms: "(the Lord) has an ouc7i?in Jerusalem" (lsa. 31:9; cf.
30:33)-". . . and a flaming tori./[.. ."(Gen. 1 5 17)-this was the
revelation of the Torah, for Scripture confirms: "all the people
witnessed the thunderings and the torches" (Exod. 20:lj)-" ...
which passed between those JJICC~.;" (Gen. 15:17)-this was the
miracle at the Sea of Reeds, for Scripture confirms: "who split
the Sea of Reeds into j~ieces"(Ps. 136:13).He (also) showed
him the Temple and the sacrificial service, as Scripture indicates: "He (God) answered, Bring me a three-year old heifer, a
three-year old she-goat, a three-year old ram, etc." (Gen. 159).
He (also) showed him the four empires who were destined to
enslave his descendants, for Scripture says: ".4s the sun was
setting, a deep sleep fell upon Abram, and a great dnrk dread
fell upon him" (Gen. 1512). "Dread"-this is the empire of
Babylon; "dark-this is the empire of the Medes (and
Persians); "great"-this is the empire of55the Greeks; "fell'this is the fourth empire, wicked Rome. But there are some
who relerse the interpretation: "fell"-this is the empire of
Bahylon, for it is written "Fnlle~iis Babylon" (lsa. 21:9);
"greats'-this is the empire of the Medes (and Persians), for it
is written "King Ahasuerus rr~ndegrcot (Haman)" (Esth. 3:l);
"dark-this is the empire of the Greeks, for thev darkened
the eyes of Israel with fasting; "dread"-this is the fourth
kingdom, for Scripture says "fearsome and drrndfi~iand very
powerful." (Dan. 7:7)-'
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This passage succinctly illustrates the primary way by which the
Sages extracted additional levels of meaning from what was ostensibly
a straightforward narrative recounting of the cementing of Abraham's
covenantal relationship with God, the so-called "co\.enant of the pieces"
(Gen. 15).As the ceremony unfolds in its biblical telling. Abraham falls
into a trance, wherein God reveals to the patriarch the future Egyptian
subjection and eventual liberation from that bondage of his descendants
(Gen. 1513-16). But just horv much of the future did God actually display before Abraham? Surely he did not limit himself to just the exodus
experience? Since he revealed to Abraham the event of the Exodus, is it
not reasonable to assume that he would also reveal his miraculous acts
associated with that event, especially the crossing of the sea and the glft
of the Torah?And would God not also show Abraham the eventual fate
of those who rejected this gift; namely, the fires of Gehema? Would God
not show the ancestor of Israel the glories of the future temple on Zion?
And if the Egyptian oppression was explicitly signaled, a misfortune
that transpires while Israel is absent from her land, what about the other
equally grievous experiences of subjection and exploitation that Israel
was destined to endure while dwelling in her promised inheritance when
she would be ruled by successi\~eworld empires? The quoted midrash
demonstrates that such "cultural data" is indeed encoded within the
biblical text of Genesis 15, provided the reader possesses the biblical
literacy and exegetical ingenuity required to detect it. Certain terms and
locutions can be correlated with identical or analogous expressions in
the otherbiblical books to establish a conceptual identification.'' In other
words, an essential presupposition of midrash is the notion that biblical
terminology is never arbitrary; it is deliberately polyvalent and consciously intertextual. Any biblical book can beused to interpret any other
biblical book, regardless of age, genre, or authorial intention.
The examples of midrash provided above thus demonstrate that
rabbinicmidrash, generally speaking, is an expositional enterprise: There
is normally a clear internal distinction made between the text being
exposited (the Bible) and the exposition itself (the midrash). This holds
true even for later midrashic compilations that appear at first glance to
be compositional enterprises-works like Pil-qc rie-Rnbbi Eli'ezcr. or S+r
!in-hslznr, whose flowing narrative styles exhibit a relatively seamless
movement between canonical text a n d midrash, but without casting
suspicionupon the primacy of the canonical scriptures. This sort of narrative structure may be indebted in part to that of the Targum, the expansive Aramaic rendition of the biblical text, particularly as exhibited
among the so-called Palestinian versions such as Psertdo-Joilntltnri.
Suggestions f o r Further R e a d i n g
In addition to the works cited in the footnotes, one should consult
the following items:
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The Context and Development
of the Christian Canon
Brt~ccM . Metzger

.

The Christian canon refers to the books that the church regards as
Holy Scripture. Etymologjcally the word canon comes from an ancient
Semitic root meaning "reed," or "stalk." The word came to be used as
something that could be used to measure lengths and make a straight
line, and if it had dots along the edge it could measure different lengths.
When applied to a group of different literary pieces, a canon ot literat u is~the estal,lished critical standard of that material. The canon may
be simply draivn u p as a list of the titles of several different texts, or the
word canon may refer to the assembled texts themselves. So the term
canon has both these connotations: It is a list as well as the contents of
what is comprised in that list.
Preliminary Considerations
Some preliminaries need our attention before w e consider the writing of the books of the Next Testament and their collection as the New
Testament. There is certain background material that perhaps we take
forgranted,but don't alr\.a\;s appreciate. First of all, after the Holy Spirit,
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